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The Empire Princess Omnibus
Books 1 4
Imagine you could go anywhere, with anyone and
do anything! Where would you live? Where would
you sleep? Who would be your friends? Go on - you
choose! With the help of Nick Sharratt's
illustrations, this book looks at a whole range of
scenarios where choosing is made fun.
Collects Star Wars: Dark Empire (1991) #1-6, Star
Wars: Dark Empire II (1994) #1-6, Star Wars:
Empire's End (1995) #1-2, Star Wars: Dark Empire
Handbook. Six years after the fall of the Empire in
Return of the Jedi, the battle for the galaxy's
freedom rages on. The Empire has been
mysteriously reborn under an unknown leader,
wielding a new weapon of great power. Princess
Leia and Han Solo struggle to hold together the
New Republic while the galaxy's savior, Luke
Skywalker, fights an inner battle as he is drawn to
the dark side, just as his father
Johnny Boo goes on a boring adventure, falls to the
bottom of an ice cream hole, and has a maybebirthday celebration.
A cult classic. THE HAVEN is the tale of a bastion of
mankind surrounded by endless forests, faced with
constant wars and fears of extinction from hordes
of cunning, savage wild dogs.
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Princess Shanyin
Daughter of the Empire
Bradshaw's hand-book to Brittany
Princess Decomposia and Count Spatula
Infinities
The Scourwind family legacy brought the empire to
the height of its power and prosperity and defended
it against all enemies. Now one man's machinations
aim to shift the balance of power--with violent and
devastating consequences. When the trusted
General Corian launches a coup against Emperor
Scourwind, he hurls the planetary kingdom into
chaos. To secure his claim as ruler, Corian will need
the strength of the Scourwind name behind him, and
he will stop at nothing to bring under his grasp the
young Scourwind heirs, twins Lydia and Brennan.
Barely into adulthood, the two are thrust into the
crossfire. Battling new obstacles at every turn, they
eventually find refuge with Mira Delsol, pirate and
former member of the elite empire forces. As the
stakes rise, loyalists, mercenaries, and political
opportunists rally around the heirs in a desperate bid
to unseat the usurper. But if their risky gambit fails,
will the empire crumble into oblivion?
Collects Star Wars: Shadows of the Empire #1-6,
Star Wars: Mara Jade - By The Emperor's Hand
#0-6, Star Wars: Shadows of the Empire - Evolution
#1-5. In the time between the events in The Empire
Strikes Back and Return of the Jedi, Princess Leia
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Organa, Luke Skywalker and Chewbacca attempt to
rescue Han Solo from the notorious bounty hunter
Boba Fett, while the criminal Prince Xizor and Darth
Vader make plans to control, or destroy, the leaders
of the Rebel Alliance. Shadows of the Empire was a
multimedia Star Wars event - a film-without-the-film in which a major story was told across a series of
novels, comic books, role-playing games, a video
game, and trading cards. Shadows even had its own
soundtrack. Included here is the complete comic
series as well as two stories that followed in its
wake: Mara Jade: By the Emperor's Hand, the story
of the Imperial assassin who would one day wed the
New Republic's greatest hero, Luke Skywalker; and
Shadows of the Empire: Evolution, a direct sequel to
Shadows of the Empire.
The critically acclaimed and bestselling Empire
Trilogy by Raymond E. Feist and Janny Wurts, is
now available in this ebook bundle. The bundle
includes Daughter of the Empire (1), Servant of the
Empire (2), and Mistress of the Empire (3).
In the first book of the epic In Her Name science
fiction & fantasy series, EMPIRE is the coming-ofage story of Reza Gard, a young boy of the Human
Confederation who is swept up in the century-long
war with the alien Kreelan Empire. Nightmarish
female warriors with blue skin, fangs, and razor
sharp talons, the Kreelans have technology that is
millennia beyond that of the Confederation, yet they
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seek out close combat with sword and claw, fighting
and dying to honor their god-like Empress. Captured
and enslaved, Reza must live like his enemies in a
grand experiment to see if humans have souls, and if
one may be the key to unlocking an ages old curse
upon the Kreelan race. Enduring the brutal
conditions of Kreelan life, Reza and a young warrior
named Esah-Zhurah find themselves bound together
by fate and a prophecy foretold millennia before they
were born.
Star Wars Omnibus: Shadows of the Empire
The Complete Series Omnibus (Books 1-4)
The Complete Soul Force Saga Omnibus
Goodnight, Sweet Prince; Death and the Jubilee;
Death of an Old Master; Death of a Chancellor
Disciples of the Horned One Omnibus
Hoppin' clams! A princess is coming to
the Krusty Krab! At least that's what
SpongeBob SquarePants thinks. And when
she doesn't appear, SpongeBob must
think Fast. He promised a princess, but
where will he find one on such short
notice? Find out what happens in this
royally Funny story!
Star Wars headliners Luke Skywalker,
Princess Leia, Darth Vader, and others
feature in six tales of galaxy-shaking
adventure for readers of all ages Han
and Chewie are caught between the
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Empire and the underworld in a quest to
pay off a debt - and soon the
Millennium Falcon is the target of
kidnappers, bounty hunters, gangsters,
and the Empire
The very first Star Wars comic-book
series continues! After the events of
Episode V - The Empire Strikes Back,
loveable rogue Han Solo is lost, frozen
in carbonite. But as the search for
Solo begins, Imperial Forces and other
troubles keep getting in the way.
Princess Leia clashes with Darth Vader!
Luke Skywalker goes on trial for
treason! C-3PO and R2-D2 face danger on
a droid moon! Lando Calrissian finds
Cloud City deserted! If the Crimson
Forever doesn't get the Rebels, maybe
the new Imperial super-weapon will! And
a new member joins the gang, with a
crush on a certain handsome Jedi!
Meanwhile, the discovery of a gold
statue of Han reveals a hidden story
from his and Chewbacca's past. And who
are the Hoojibs? It's Star Wars in the
Mighty Marvel Manner!
Goodnight, Sweet Prince Mystery
surrounds the death of Queen Victoria's
grandson England, 1892. Victoria, Queen
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and Empress, is in the 54th year of her
reign, when her grandson Prince Eddy,
eldest son of the Prince of Wales, is
found slaughtered in his bed at
Sandringham. Terrified of more royal
scandal, the Prince of Wales and his
spindoctors decide to cover up the
facts and the murder is disguised as
death by influenza. Lord Francis
Powerscourt, an Irish investigator, is
privately asked to find the killer. His
quest takes him on a journey through
the prince's debauched and dissolute
past, across Europe to the misty
waterways of Venice where, amidst
scandal and suicide, Powerscourt
finally unravels themystery of the
sweet prince's last goodnight. Death
and the Jubilee The discovery of a
headless corpse jeopardises Queen
Victoria's glittering Diamond Jubilee!
In this second Lord Francis Powerscourt
mystery, London is preparing for the
1897 Diamond Jubilee. But one morning a
man's corpse with no head or hands is
dragged out of the Thames. He is old,
but not destitute. With no clues to his
identity, the police ask for
Powerscourt's assistance. His
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investigation leads to a mysterious
mansion in Oxfordshire, with classical
temples in the gardens and in the house
a second corpse, killed in a fire. On
the track of the murderer, Powerscourt
soon realises that both he and his
family are in great danger - and so is
the Queen's Jubilee . . . Death of an
Old Master In May 1901 the Salisbury
Galleries announce the biggest
exhibition of the Old Master Paintings
ever seen in Europe. Excitement is
intense. But before it opens, one of
Britain's leading art experts,
Christopher Montague, is found murdered
in his study. When Lord Francis
Powerscourt is called in to investigate
he finds every book, notepad and scrap
of paper has been removed from the
scene of the crime. Montague had been
working on something that would have
rocked the art world. Did his article
that claimed a number of the Old
Masters had been painted recently by a
single hand have anything to do with
his death? Powerscourt embarks on an
odyssey through a treacherous world of
art dealers and picture restorers in
pursuit of a master forger. He travels
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to Sicily where the trail goes cold,
but, after the thrills and danger of
that wild, lawless isalnd, in a remopte
corer of England, the truth is finally
revealed. Death of a Chancellor Compton
Minster is preparing to celebrate a
very special anniversary in the year
1901 - a thousand years of Christian
worship. But a few weeks before the
main ceremonies, a high official of the
cathedral, the chancellor, dies in
mysterious circumstances, and no on
except the doctor and the undertaker is
allowed to view the corpse. It then
transpires that the chancellor was one
of England's richest men. When his
sister suspects foul play, Lord Francis
Powerscourt is asked to investigate. As
Powerscourt paces the ancient cloisters
and listens to evensong from the choir
stalls, he begins to suspect that a
terrible secret lies hidden in the
cathedral, one that may have someting
to do with the anniversary. Then a
chorister is strangles, his body found
turning on the great spit in the Vicars
Hall kitchen. Powerscourt himself
escpaes death by a whisker, as does his
wife, Lady Lucy, before he uncovers the
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astonishing secret of Compton Minster
and unmasks a murderer.
The Moon Dragon (The Secrets of Droon
#26)
Princess Jellyfish 3
Samarkand Dawn
Books 1 - 3
Books 1 - 5
A haunted empire. A wicked sorcerer on the
rise. Three teenagers stand between a
generation of peace and the creatures of myth
seeking retribution for a dark past⋯ In the
shadow of the fallen Warlock Empire, twins
Hidekazu and Masanori thrive on tales of their
ancestors’ wyvern-slaying, of the wars
preceding Seiryuu’s first era of peace in over a
thousand years. But as the Dragon Goddess’
influence wanes, her greatest enemies return.
The sorcerer who kidnaps women for a sinister
purpose is only the first of many to arrive. The
warrior arts previously forbidden to Hidekazu
and Masanori won’t be enough to stop the
wyverns, dragons, and mythical spirits rising in
search of retribution. Nor will working with the
future empress, their adopted sister, who
steers Seiryuu's future from within the
palace—and from the head of the battlefield.
Their enemies seek justice not only for the
crimes of the Goddess and the Warlock Empire,
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but also for the sins of Hidekazu and
Masanori’s very own clan. Secrets run in their
blood. Facing the tide of war means overcoming
the Warlock Empire’s grim history⋯ and the
darkness within themselves. Jump into the
world of Yumihari, a land filled with spirits,
dragons, monsters, and stunning characters
wielding elemental magic to save their
homeland. If you love epic fight scenes,
mystery and political intrigue, mythology,
monsters, and mayhem, all with a touch of
progression fantasy, you will love the 1500+
pages of adventure in the Yokai Calling series.
Tap that buy button and experience the journey
today! This omnibus edition includes the
following books: Spirit of the Dragon (updated
3rd edition) The Dragon's Eye (updated 3rd
edition) A Dragon's Sight Blood of Dragons
Collects Star Wars: Empire (2002) #1-6,
10-11, 13-14, 19-22, 24-25, 31. Collected here
are stories of the early days of the Rebel
Alliance and the beginnings of its war with the
Empire tales of the Star Wars galaxy set
before, during, and after the events in Star
Wars: A New Hope! In this volume: Darth
Vader and Emperor Palpatine are targeted for
assassination by rogue Imperial officers;
Princess Leia gets her first taste of war and the
sacrifices the coming rebellion will require;
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Vader, after surviving the destruction of the
Death Star, must fight to become the leader of
a pack of savage beasts; and many other
stories!
Though Princess Shanyin has a harem of male
concubines to serve her every sexual fantasy,
from the moment she sees the handsome Chu
Yuan, she has to have him. At her request, the
Emperor gives the aristocrat over to Shanyin
for her pleasure, setting off a power play of
sensual torment and dominance between them.
An epic tale of sexual conquest and surrender
for the ages. Includes the complete Princess
Shanyin saga: The Obsession, The
Enslavement & The Fulfillment Also a bonus
short story: "Wanderers at the House of
Floating Happiness"
In the hidden places of the world darkness is
stirring once again. The Cult of The Horned
One has troubled the kingdom since the time of
it’s founding. Rising only to be brought down
again by brave heroes. When the darkness
again rises to threaten the innocent it falls to
Damien St. Could and his friends to save the
kingdom. Can they master their powers in time
to defeat the growing evil? Read now to find
out. Collected of the first time. The Complete
Disciples of the Horned One Trilogy along with
the never before published novella The
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Lighting. Over 1,200 pages of fantasy
adventure. Includes: Darkness Rising, Raging
Sea and Trembling Earth, Harvest of Souls, and
The Lightning.
Marrakesh
Shadows of the Empire
SpongeBob and the Princess (SpongeBob
SquarePants)
Cardcaptor Sakura Collector's Edition 1
At War with the Empire
Collects Star Wars: Infinities - A New Hope #1-4, Star Wars:
Infinities - The Empire Strikes Back #1-4, Star Wars: Infinities
- Return of the Jedi #1-4. Collected here are three different tales
where one thing happens differently than it did in the original
trilogy of Star Wars films. The familiar players—Luke
Skywalker, Princess Leia, Han Solo, and Darth Vader—are
launched onto new trajectories that send them toward dire
consequences and unexpected futures!
Damien St. Cloud is a failure. Born into a family of warlords
and with the most powerful soul force in history, he's unable to
make it work. A disappointment to his legendary father and a
weakling compared to his sister, Damien's life is miserable. His
life changes forever when a visiting sorcerer proclaims Damien
isn't a warlord at all but a sorcerer. Thrust into a world of
magic and danger, can Damien master his power in time to save
his family and the kingdom from long forgotten evil? Jump into
the Complete Soul Force Saga now.
Tsukimi Kurashita has a strange fascination with jellyfish.
She's loved them from a young age and has carried that love
with her to her new life in the big city of Tokyo. There, she
resides in Amamizukan, a safe-haven for girl geeks who
regularly gush over a range of things from trains to Japanese
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dolls. However, a chance meeting at a pet shop has Tsukimi
crossing paths with one of the things that the residents of
Amamizukan have been desperately trying to avoid - a
fashionable socialite!
Princess Decomposia is overworked and underappreciated. This
princess of the underworld has plenty of her own work to do
but always seems to find herself doing her layabout father's job,
as well. The king doesn't feel quite well, you see. Ever. So the
princess is left scurrying through the halls, dodging her
mummy, werewolf, and ghost subjects, always running behind
and always buried under a ton of paperwork. Oh, and her
father just fired the chef, so now she has to hire a new cook as
well. Luckily for Princess Decomposia, she makes a good hire in
Count Spatula, the vampire chef with a sweet tooth. He's a
charming go-getter of a blood-sucker, and pretty soon the two
young ghouls become friends. And then...more than friends?
Maybe eventually, but first Princess Decomposia has to sort out
her life. And with Count Spatula at her side, you can be sure
she'll succeed. Andi Watson (Glister, Gum Girl) brings his
signature gothy-cute sensibility to this very sweet and mildly
spooky tale of friendship, family, and management training for
the undead.
Star Wars
Johnny Boo Does Something!
Star Wars Omnibus: A Long Time Ago.... Volume 2
Kitchen Princess Omnibus
The Original Marvel Years Omnibus

Driven to become king. Fated to be a god. In the cold
winters of an ice age, Odin was born to be a mere jarl.
But Fate has staked a claim upon him. When his brother
falls under a ghostly curse, a goddess offers Odin a
chance to save him. If Odin can make himself king—and
promise an unspecified favor—she will make him and his
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family immortal. In desperation, Odin begins a quest to
become king of all the Aesir. But his journey exposes
him to forces more powerful than even the goddess: the
Norns who foretell Fate. They warn of a terrible burden
he will bear, and of the coming end times, Ragnarok.
Tormented by his prophetic dreams, Odin must soon
choose between those he loves and a fragile chance to
avert Ragnarok. This box set collects books 1-3 of this
dark fantasy, gritty retelling of Norse mythology by
mythic fantasy author Matt Larkin. This epic fantasy
series includes: The Apples of Idunn The Mists of
Niflheim The Shores of Vanaheim The High Seat of
Asgard The Well of Mimir The Radiance of Alfheim The
Shadows of Svartalfheim The Gates of Hel The Fires of
Muspelheim PRAISE FOR THE WORLD OF
ESCHATON CYCLE EPIC FANTASY SERIES: “He
takes mythology and lore, stories and peoples and gods
you might have heard of and twists them, and makes
them uniquely his. His retellings are some of the best
I’ve ever read, and the amount of research he puts into
each one of his books is staggering.” - Sarah Chorn via
Goodreads “The story itself is complex and it is
extremely well crafted. ” - FantasyBookNerd via
Goodreads “Matt Larkin, is arguably the current master
of the Mythic Legend genre. He has created the far
reaching Eschaton Cycle that interweaves religions,
myths, and legends of cultures and people through out
time and across the face of the Earth as we know it.” Dale Russel via Goodreads “Scenes so vividly detailed it
paints a fantastic backdrop and tosses in some spice to
add flavor to the mix. ” - Kaye via Goodreads For fans of:
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R. Scott Bakker Guy Gavriel Kay Madeline Miller Steven
Erikson Sue Lynn Tan Katherine Arden Jennifer Saint
Tashi Suri Joe Abercrombie Juliet Marillier Wesley Chu
Michael Fletcher Giles Kristian Christopher Buehlman
George R.R. Martin James Islington Janny Wurts Brent
Weeks Ed McDonald Keywords related to this epic
fantasy series: Norse myth, Germanic myth, dark fantasy
books, epic sagas, free epic fantasy books, myths and
legends, retellings, folklore, fairytales, mythology,
grimdark, epic fantasy, epic free, omnibus set, omnibus
bundle, sword and sorcery, fantasy stories, omnibus
collection, historical fantasy
This meticulously edited religious collection is formatted
for your eReader with a functional and detailed table of
contents: Scripture: Bible First Clement Second Clement
Didache Epistle of Barnabas Shepherd of Hermas The
Infancy Gospel of Thomas Apocalypse of Peter History:
History of the Christian Church (Philip Schaff) Creeds of
Christendom (Philip Schaff) Philosophy of Religion: The
Confessions of St. Augustine (St. Augustine) On the
Incarnation (Athanasius of Alexandria) On the Soul and
the Resurrection (Gregory of Nyssa) On the Holy Spirit
(Basil the Great) Pastoral Care (Pope Gregory I) An
Exact Exposition of the Orthodox Faith (John of
Damascus) Summa Theologica (Saint Thomas Aquinas)
The Imitation of Christ (Thomas à Kempis) A Treatise on
Christian Liberty (Martin Luther) The Interior Castle (St.
Teresa of Ávila) The Practice of the Presence of God
(Brother Lawrence) The Age of Reason (Thomas Paine)
The Natural History of Religion (David Hume) Dialogues
Concerning Natural Religion (David Hume) The
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Religious Affections (Jonathan Edwards) The Essence of
Christianity (Ludwig Feuerbach) Beyond Good and Evil
(Nietzsche) All of Grace (Charles Spurgeon) Humility:
The Journey Toward Holiness (Andrew Murray)
Orthodoxy (Chesterton) The Everlasting Man
(Chesterton) The Sovereignty of God (Arthur Pink) The
Kingdom of God Is Within You (Tolstoy) Religious
Fiction: Divine Comedy (Dante) Paradise Lost (John
Milton) The Pilgrim's Progress (John Bunyan) Zadig
(Voltaire) Ben-Hur: A Tale of the Christ (Lew Wallace)
Quo Vadis (Henryk Sienkiewicz) In His Steps (Charles
M. Sheldon) The Story of the Other Wise Man (Henry
Van Dyke) The Ball and the Cross (Chesterton) The
Enchanted Barn (Grace Livingston Hill) The Grand
Inquisitor (Dostoevsky Wilhelm Meister's Apprenticeship
(Goethe) Thus Spoke Zarathustra (Nietzsche)
Spirituality: The Conduct of Life (Ralph Waldo Emerson)
Lessons in Truth (H. Emilie Cady) As a Man Thinketh
(James Allen) Thoughts are Things (Prentice Mulford)
The Game of Life and How to Play It (Florence Scovel
Shinn)
"Najika is a great cook and likes to make meals for the
people she loves. But something is missing from her life.
When she was a child, she met a boy who touched her
heart-- and now she's determined to find him. The only
clue Najika has is a silver spoon that leads her to the
prestigious Seika Academy. Attending Seika will be a
challenge. Every kid at the school has a special talent,
and the girls in Najika's class think she doesn't deserve
to be there. But Sora and Daichi, two popular brothers
who barely speak to each other, recognize Najika's
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cooking for what it is-- magical. Is either boy Najika's
mysterious prince? -- p. [4] of cover.
A collection of "Star Wars" stories from the 1980s, in
which Luke Skywalker, Princess Leia, Han Solo, Boba
Fett, and many others struggle to survive and to fight
back in a galaxy ruled by the oppressive Empire.
Gods of the Ragnarok Era Omnibus One
Books 1-3
The Complete Obsession Saga
Star Wars Omnibus at War with the Empire Vol. 1

Collecting the issues #28-#49 and the first king--sized annual
from the Marvel Comics Star Wars series that launched in
1977 (the same year as the first film), this second volume of
Star Wars Omnibus: A Long Time Ago. . . . is a must have
for any Star Wars fan! * Contains the six--issue adaptation of
The Empire Strikes Back!
Cardcaptor Sakura brought a generation of readers to
manga, and now it's back in a definitive collector's edition!
Cardcaptor Sakura is one of the all-time classics of the
magical girl genre, and the Collector's Edition will be the
definitive version of the story, for both long-time fans and
readers new to the story. The adventures of the plucky
Sakura Kinomoto are as adorably thrilling as ever, as she
tracks down the magical Clow Cards and plunges headlong
into a world of sorcery beyond anything she could've
imagined.
Beginning with Shadows of the Empire, Luke, Leia, and
Chewbacca are determined to foil Boba Fett's plan to deliver
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carboniteencased Han Solo to Jabba the Hutt. But these
heroes are up against more than they realize. Darth Vader
searches for Luke, hoping to turn him to the dark side, and a
new threat, Xizor, the ruthless leader of the criminal
organization Black Sun, seeks to gain the trust of the
Emperor by killing Skywalker and overthrowing Vader!
Then, in Shadows of the Empire: Evolution, a beautiful
humandroid previously an assassin for Xizor searches to find
her human side as Luke Skywalker tracks her across the
galaxy, determined to bring her to justice! And finally, in
Mara Jade: By the Emperor's Hand, the Emperor's personal
assassin carries out her last mission, determined to succeed
despite the death of her Master even if it costs her life! *
Features all your favorite characters from the original Star
Wars trilogy: Luke Skywalker, Princess Leia, and Han Solo! *
Includes stories written by acclaimed novelists Timothy
Zahn and Steve Perry! * The latest in the valuepacked line of
Star Wars Omnibus editions from Dark Horse!
The Old Republic has fallen -- and the Empire is rising! In
the aftermath of Episode III, Sith lord Palpatine exerts his
ruthless grip on the galaxy as his enforcer Darth Vader leads
a brutal purge to wipe out the Jedi Order! Marked for death,
Jedi master K'Kruhk must protect the younglings under his
care, as master Dass Jennir finds refuge with a crew of
smugglers. But to survive, will they abandon their heroic
ideals? Meanwhile, the relentless Vader must rescue an
officer's son and defend the Emperor from an uprising -- by
any means necessary! Witness the beginnings of the Galactic
Empire! COLLECTING: Star Wars: Republic (2002) 78-80,
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Star Wars: Purge (2005) 1, Star Wars: Purge - Seconds to Die
(2009) 1, Star Wars: Purge - The Hidden Blade (2010) 1,
Star Wars: Purge - The Tyrant's Fist (2012) 1-2, Star Wars:
Darth Vader and the Lost Command (2011) 1-5, Star Wars:
Dark Times (2006) 1-17, Star Wars: Dark Times - Blue
Harvest (2009) 0, Star Wars: Dark Times - Out of the
Wilderness (2011) 1-5, Star Wars: Darth Vader and the
Ghost Prison (2012) 1-5
A long time ago--.. Volume four
The Lord Francis Powerscourt Omnibus
Bradshaw's illustrated travellers' hand book in [afterw.] to
France
Graphic Novels: A Guide to Comic Books, Manga, and
More, 2nd Edition
Kitchen Princess
Najika is a gifted cook and attends the
prestigious Seika Academy cooking
school. Her friendship with two
brothers, Sora and Daichi, creates
resentment with other girls at the
school. Her greatest rival is a
popular, teen model, Akane who tries to
drive Najika from the school by staging
a cooking contest.
Darth Vader and Emperor Palpatine are
targeted for assassination by rogue
Imperial officers. Princess Leia gets
her first taste of war and the
sacrifices the coming rebellion will
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require. Vader, after surviving the
destruction of the Death star, must
fight to become leader of a pack of
savage beasts.
Covering genres from action/adventure
and fantasy to horror, science fiction,
and superheroes, this guide maps the
vast and expanding terrain of graphic
novels, describing and organizing
titles as well as providing information
that will help librarians to build and
balance their graphic novel collections
and direct patrons to read-alikes. •
Introduces users to approximately 1,000
currently popular graphic novels and
manga • Organizes titles by genre,
subgenre, and theme to facilitate
finding read-alikes • Helps librarians
build and balance their graphic novel
collections
A hidden door. A magical staircase.
Discover the world of Droon! There's no
place like home! Eric and his friends
have finally restored the Rainbow
Stairs, but that was the easy part. Now
Gethwing is loose in the Upper World,
and the Moon Dragon is causing big
trouble. Eric, Julie, and Neal have to
protect their town, but they're up
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against mysterious creatures, strangelybehaving parents, and powerful magic.
Can the kids stop Gethwing before he
destroys the Upper World -- for good?
At war with the empire
The Strength of Faith - Christian
Omnibus
The Haven
Yokai Calling
50+ Books on Theology, Philosophy,
Spirituality and History of Christian
Religion
An epic tale of adventure and intrigue,
Daughter of the Empire is fantasy of
the highest order by two of the most
talented writers in the field today.
Magic and murder engulf the realm of
Kelewan. Fierce warlords ignite a
bitter blood feud to enslave the empire
of Tsuranuanni. While in the opulent
Imperial courts, assassins and spymaster plot cunning and devious
intrigues against the rightful heir.
Now Mara, a young, untested Ruling
lady, is called upon to lead her people
in a heroic struggle for survival. But
first she must rally an army of rebel
warriors, form a pact with the alien
cho-ja, and marry the son of a hated
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enemy. Only then can Mara face her most
dangerous foe of all—in his own
impregnable stronghold.
Star Wars OmnibusShadows of the
EmpireMarvel Entertainment
Heirs of Empire
Bradshaw's hand-book to Normandy and
the Channel Islands
Bradshaw's illustrated hand-book to
Spain and Portugal
You Choose!
The Complete Empire Trilogy: Daughter
of the Empire, Mistress of the Empire,
Servant of the Empire
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